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• DAbyFA , a method proposed by a group of MIT scientists and published in 
  November 2006

• Classical formulations of DA, whether sequential, ensemble-based or 
  variational,are “amplitude adjustment methods”. Such methods can perform 
  poorly when forecast locations of weather systems are displaced from 
  their observations

• Characterization of position errors is complex, yet very important for
  forecasting weather of strong and localized phenomena (tropical cyclones,
  thunderstorms, squall lines, etc...). Position errors introduce bias between
  observations and forecasts

• The issue is not new. For years, “ad-hoc” techniques (“bogussing”) have
   been used operationally in Tropical Cyclone Forecasting 

INTRODUCTION (I)



    

•  In the last 20 years different objective methods to tackle this problem have 
been proposed and tested. 

a) Mariano A.J (1990) : contour analysis and melding fields

b) Hoffman R.N et al (1995,1996): a variational technique accounting
for “distortion errors”,  proved on ECMWF analyses using microwave satellite
data. More recently, Nehrkorn T. et al (2003) on calibration of this method

     c) Alexander G.D et. al (1998) : image warping using microwave satellite 
 data to improve forecasts of mesoscale marine cyclones

     d) Brewster K.A (2003): a different field alignment algorithm to the one
that this presentation refers to, tested on storm-scale NWP with simulated
data

INTRODUCTION (II)



    

  
  



    



    



    

DAbyFA:  the method (I)

• The method explicitly represents position errors by introducing in the 
   analysis control space a displacement vector field q, defined in each 
   analysis grid point, that gives the deformation necessary to minimize
   these position errors

• In the Bayesian framework sketched previously, the inference for the model
  state now becomes (ommiting some indexes)

P (X, q | Y)    α    P (Y | X, q)      P (Xf | q)         P (q )

“Data likelihood”. Connects
observations to the displaced 
model state

The “amplitude prior”.
Says that the forecast 
statistics are conditioned 
on the displacement
field q (e.g. B(q) )

“displacement prior”,
enables the introduction 
of smoothness 
constraints on the
q field



  

DAbyFA:  the method (II)



  



  



    

DAbyFA:  Implementation of the method (I)

• It is not hard to solve the “alignment equation”. For “natural boundary conditions”
  ( qn= 0 ) on a rectangle, it is found that a very convenient way of solving it  is by
  using spectral methods on an extended domain (2x2) 

• We reflect the increment field through the horizontal and vertical central axes of the 
  extended domain and get in this way even periodic functions. The forcing terms
  are the product of this increment field and the gradients, therefore they are odd 
  functions along the corresponding direction (i.e.,along the x direction for Fx and 
  along the y direction for Fy ) and even along the other direction

Fy Fx



    

DAbyFA:  Implementation of the method (II)

• Functions like these satisfy the qn=0 lateral boundary condition. Therefore, if the
  symmetry properties of the PDE are such that the solutions have the same 
symmetries as the forcing terms, solutions with the required LBCs are readily found
   
• And this is the case. The PDE diagonalized in (k,l) space has the simple form:

  Cx (k,l) Qx(k,l)  + S(k,l) Qy (k,l)  =  Fx (k,l)        Ci (k,l) , S(k,l) real and 
                                                                          Ci (-k,l) = Ci (k,-l) =  Ci (-k,-l) =   Ci (k,l)
  S(k,l) Qx(k,l)  + Cy (k,l) Qy (k,l)  =  Fy (k,l)        S(-k,l)  =  S(k,-l)  =  - S(-k,-l) =  - S(k,l)

After some elementary algebra we find that for:

Re [ Fx (k,l) ] = 0 ;   Im [Fx (k,l) ] = - Im [Fx (-k,l) ] ;  Im [Fx (k,l) ] = Im [Fx (k,-l) ]
and
Re [ Fy (k,l) ] = 0 ;   Im [Fy (k,l) ] =   Im [Fy (-k,l) ] ;  Im [Fy (k,l) ] = - Im [Fy (k,-l) ]

The Qx (k,l) and the Qy (k,l) satisfy the same symmetries

•  In addition, the use of the extended zone allows to get solutions with < q > /= 0 in
   the area of interest in spite of the fact that the above equation is not invertible for
   k = l = 0



    

DAbyFA:  Implementation of the method (III)



    

DAbyFA: Testing the Method

• This scheme has been tested using HARMONIE 36h1.3 (2.5Km,60L) fields as 
   surrogates of FGs and observations. 

• The testing exercise comprises so far a single case with some weather activity 
   over the Western Mediterranean off the Iberian coast. The exercise consists
   of three runs of the HARMONIE 3Dvar (no surface ass)  + NH + AROME physics
   NWP system  

ECMWF FCST VT: 01/28 00 UTC  “control exp” +12 H HARMONIE FCST

LBCs (ECMWF FCSTs) : Same for all three experiments, 3 H refreshing cycle

ECMWF FCST VT: 01/27 21 UTC + 3DVAR(*)  “shifted exp”

ECMWF FCST VT: 01/27 21 UTC + FieldAlign + 3DVAR(*)  “aligned exp”

(*) Observations for the 3DVar analyses are “bogus obs”. They are read off the fields
     used as initial conditions (i.e. the ECMWF FCST VT: 01/28 00 UTC)  



    

DAbyFA: Testing the Method

MSLP field valid for 27th 21 UTC
It is a +15H ECMWF forecast, with
analysis time 27th 06 UTC

MSLP field valid for 28th 00 UTC
It is a +6H ECMWF forecast, with 
analysis time 27th 18 UTC



    

DAbyFA: Testing the Method



  

DAbyFA: Testing the Method



    

DAbyFA: Testing the Method

• The FA algorithm worked well for all the fields tested (ps, q, T, u , v, all levels) in this    
  case. However, some care has to be taken to avoid noise hampering the alignment. 
   One example is the noise induced by orography on the ps field 

• The alignment of the wind field was tested following different methods: by component
   or employing “proxies” like speed, vorticity or divergence. The first method turned out 
to work better       



    

DAbyFA: Testing the Method

• The scheme is a two-step one. After the correction in position, a correction in 
Amplitude is still required. To include this step in this test, a fairly dense network
Of in-situ observations over the area of interest was defined and the value of 
the ps, T, u, v and q parameters read off the initial conditions fields acting 
Here as “truth”

•  Each position contains: Ps observations plus
 ten levels (up to 200 hPa approx. ) of u, v, q and T.
 In total, 816 observations were assimilated.
 Some “ad-hoc” quality constrains currently implemented
 in the system (i.e., reduction zone) were removed.

• No observation (in either run) was screened 
out by the QC module, that is, all fell within 
Tolerance limits. The distribution of obs 
Increments, particularly for the FG inc., looks 
however quite different in both cases. 
The same calibration parameters were used in 
both cases



    

DAbyFA: Testing the Method



    

• The results of the two experiments: “shifted” and “aligned”  have been 
compared with the control run in order to gauge the impact of the alignment

• The results are very positive. During the first hours of the integration the 
impact on important parameters like precipitation and wind near the surface
is apparent. This impact dilutes afterwards, in this case after 4-5 hours in the
wind field and 2-3 hours in the precipitation field

• This result, “short-range impact”, which is well documented in other 
“comparable” impact studies (e.g., assimilation and/or blending with radar 
data), is enhanced in this study due to its own specific characteristics, namely, 
the proximity of the low dominating the meteorological situation to the border 
of the domain. It is clear that after a  few hours, the LBCs take over control 
of the run  

Evaluation of Results
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CONCLUSIONS

• A new method for correction of position errors in weather analyses 
has been tested with the HARMONIE NWP system.  The test however
was done in an ideal setting and only for one case. This case was not 
one of hazardous or extreme weather. 

• The results are good. The impact on the weather forecasts for wind
and precipitation is clear. No “shocks” or rejection problems were found 
in the only case considered in this work. The multivariate aspect
of the issue (having patterns for some parameters but not for others)
was however not addressed here. 

• There are, of course, many pieces still missing before an eventual 
explotation of this, or equivalent, method can be a reality. 

• The first one clearly is the lack of observations required. The extension
of this method to indirect measurements (radar, satellite) conceptually 
presents no problem  

• There are too quite a number of “AI” related issues like “detection” and 
“correspondence” that would have to be sorted out.   
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